




70cm inside diameter pizza oven kit R11845
Eco pizza ovens can do installation. Cost of installation R5500

90cm inside diameter pizza oven kit R14145
Eco pizza ovens can do installation. Cost of installation R5500
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Acero Stainless 
Steel Pizza Ovens

We are proud to introduce The Acero: 
Eco Pizza Oven’s first stainless steel pizza oven. This unique pizza oven is ideal for those 
looking for a modern, fast-cooking pizza oven with minimal maintenance.
Our Acero oven is unique from other stainless steel pizza ovens because it features a 
2-piece floor instead of loose bricks. This helps your pizza cook better because when 
steel heats up, loose bricks move around, which causes uneven cooking. This oven 
also features a removable 3mm steel defective plate, which takes the brunt of wear 
and tear from the fire. This piece is also replaceable, which can help your pizza oven 
live longer.

Benefits of a stainless steel pizza oven
Fantastic conductor: Stainless steel heats up faster than bricks, which means that the Acero 
will get hot much faster- typically in 30 minutes or less. However, it’s important to keep the fire 
maintained so the heat can last.
Cooks fast: Pizzas can cook in 90 seconds.
Thick insulation: The Acero has a wall thickness of 75mm.
Portable: Stainless steel ovens are much lighter than their masonry counterparts, which 
means they’re easier to move around.
Less maintenance: Unlike masonry ovens, stainless steel ovens don’t require frequent curing.
More durable: Stainless steel ovens have a longer life expectancy  than brick pizza ovens, 
which tend to crumble and need repairs after a few years of wear and tear.

Acero Oven Sizes
We have 2 sizes available:
• Depth : 65cm - Width : 95cm
• Depth : 95cm - Width : 95cm

Acero Oven Prices
• Acero 65 cm  R20 500
• Acero 95 cm  R25 000

Rain hat

500 mm flue pipe

Powder coated outer
shell
stainless steel front

firebrick floor








